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Spin-transfer torque efficiency measured using a Permalloy nanobridge
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�Received 16 August 2010; accepted 4 November 2010; published online 19 November 2010�

We report magnetoresistance, focused Kerr effect, and Lorentz microscopy experiments performed
on a nanoscale Permalloy bridge connecting microscale pads. These pads can be switched from a
parallel to antiparallel state through the application of small fields, causing a detectable
magnetoresistance. We show that this switching field Hsw is modified by the application of a high
current density �Jdc� through spin-transfer torque effects, caused by the spin-current interacting with
the magnetization gradients generated by the device geometry, yielding an estimate for the
spin-transfer torque efficiency �=dHsw /dJdc=0.027�0.001 Oe /MA cm−2. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3520144�

It has become a commonplace that spin-polarized cur-
rents, flowing through ferromagnets containing magnetiza-
tion gradients, give rise to spin-transfer torques that act lo-
cally on the magnetization.1,2 The experimentally observed
consequences include domain wall �DW� motion,3–8

depinning,9–12 resonance,13–16 and transformation.17 This ef-
fect has applications in solid state storage class memories18

and is the basis for a magnetic logic gate design.19

Here we report on the effects of a spin-polarized current
on well-characterized and controlled magnetization gradients
that are generated through selection of device geometry. We
used a structure based on one originally designed by Jubert
et al.,20 where a magnetization gradient is generated in a
nanoconstriction that forms a bridge between two microscale
pads, which have their shapes chosen to give differing coer-
cive fields. The application of small fields can hence switch
the pads into lateral parallel �P� or antiparallel �AP� magnetic
states. We subsequently refined that design to give a larger
difference in coercivity between the two pads,21 and mea-
sured the magnetoresistance �MR� associated with switching.
Here we show that the current density flowing through the
bridge affects the switching field as detected by MR, and
extract the spin-transfer torque efficiency �, defined as the
effective magnetic field per unit current density.

The samples were fabricated by either electron beam li-
thography, sputter deposition of a 7 nm thick Permalloy �Py�
layer capped with 2 nm Au, and liftoff, either on thermally
oxidized Si substrates, for MR and magneto-optical measure-
ments, or on an electron transparent Si3N4 membrane for
domain imaging measurements. The bridge connecting the
two pads was 300 nm wide and 900 nm long. Ti/Au contacts
for transport were added by a further optical lithography lift-
off step, and MR measurements were carried out using a
standard lock-in detection method. The ac excitation current
was Iac=50 �A at 1333 Hz, with a dc bias current Idc added
for certain measurements. The geometry is such that high

current densities are localized at the bridge. Local magne-
tometry was carried out using focused magneto-optic Kerr
effect �MOKE� measurements, with an elliptical spot size of
�7�5 �m2, using a diode laser. Imaging was carried out
using Lorentz scanning transmission electron microscopy,
with vector maps of the magnetic induction in the region
surrounding the bridge obtained by differential phase con-
trast �DPC� imaging.

In Fig. 1�a� we show our device geometry. The extended
shape of the two pads defines a magnetic easy axis. The
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Device geometry and switching. �a� A scanning elec-
tron micrograph of a completed device with surrounding schematic showing
the full device outline and measurement circuit, with field axis marked. �b�
Focused MOKE �circles� and MR �squares� hysteresis loops, with solid
symbols for the positive-going field sweep, open symbols for the negative-
going sweep. The larger area of the elliptical pad means it yields a larger
signal in MOKE. The black solid points ��� are scaled values of cos2 � from
the DPC imaging.
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elliptical pad is designed to have a lower switching field than
the narrower element,21 which has pointed ends to increase
its coercivity.22 Conventional current flowing across the
bridge from the pointed to the elliptical pad is defined as
positive, with electrons flowing in the other direction. The
measured device resistance R�180 �.

A focused MOKE hysteresis loop is displayed in Fig.
1�b� for a similar device of this geometry with the laser spot
overlapping both pads. We see separate switching events for
the two pads, which we confirmed by shifting the laser spot
to cover only one or the other. P and AP states for this struc-
ture can be defined by analogy to a spin-valve structure,
according to whether the magnetization in the two pads is
pointing in the same or opposite directions. During a major
loop, the AP state occurs between the two switching fields of
the pads, and manifests itself as a plateau in the MOKE loop
between the switching events, in this case between H=5.2
and 8.2 Oe. The MR loop shows magnetic switching from a
high to low resistance state as the field is swept, with a
subsequent return to a low resistance state at high field �be-
yond the range of the data shown here�. It is noteworthy that
the switch into the high resistance state occurs before the
field has passed through zero, contrary to our expectation
based on the switching into the AP state observed by focused
MOKE.

Our magnetotransport measurements are very sensitive
to the magnetic state in the region of the bridge. To study this
more closely, Lorentz microscopy was carried out on a simi-
lar Py nanostructure. The magnetic induction vector maps
constructed from DPC images are shown in Fig. 2. The DPC
measurement allows the direction of the magnetic induction
to be calculated, in the bridge region the average angle of the
induction is calculated along with its measured variance. A
negatively magnetized P state is shown in panel �a�. While
the pads are uniformly magnetized in the negative direction,
the shape anisotropy in the bridge gives rise to a magnetiza-
tion texture in its vicinity. Analysis of the DPC image shows
that on average the magnetization in the bridge is canted at
an angle of �=−48�10° to the vertical, leading to regions of
DW-like rotation of the magnetization at either end, with
thicknesses � of several tens of nm. The canting away from
�=0 reduces the exchange energy costs in these regions.

The subsequent state at remanence �H=0� is shown in
panel �b�. While the pads remain unswitched, the magnetiza-
tion in the bridge has relaxed to lie more closely along its
axis: now �=−2�6° and horn-shaped regions of canted
magnetization extend from the bridge into the pads. On ap-
plying a forward field the magnetization in the softer ellipti-
cal pad forms a rippled state �not shown here� and then re-
verses with a 180° DW sweeping through the ellipse and
pinning at the junction with the bridge, shown in panel �c�.
The magnetization in the bridge remains closely aligned with
its axis, with �=+6�5°. On the scale of the Kerr laser spot
the system is in the AP state, but these images show that
locally the situation is more complex. Upon increasing H
further, the DW is depinned from the bridge and the elliptical
pad fully reverses, shown in panel �d�, and now the magne-
tization begins to twist away from the bridge axis again, with
�=+18�6°. For still higher H the pointed pad reverses,
again preceded by a rippled state �not shown�, returning the
device to a positively magnetized P state, shown in panel �e�,
with �=+39�9°. At H=20 Oe, �=44�9° �this image is
not shown�. The values for � are consistent, within error
bars, with those obtained by micromagnetic modeling.23

It is known from our previous experiments that MR can
be observed due to the magnetic switching of such devices,
which arise not from intrinsic DW MR,24 but are due to the
anisotropic magnetoresistance �AMR� effect.21,25 Most of the
resistance arises in the bridge itself, and so this measurement
essentially acts as a nanomagnetometer,26 measuring the lo-
cal magnetization direction in the bridge. The AMR gives
rise to a drop in resistance wherever the magnetization direc-
tion is rotated away from collinearity with the current den-
sity. We would therefore expect a resistance contribution
	cos2 �. Scaled values of this quantity are overlaid on the
MR curve in Fig. 1�b�. Consideration of the DPC images
shows that it is not strictly the change from P to AP state that
controls the MR, but the magnetization angle in and imme-
diately around the bridge: switching into a low � state occurs
before the field passes through zero, consistent with the up-
ward jump in MR observed in Fig. 1�b�. While the down-
ward jump is not properly reproduced, it should be noted that
we are comparing different samples.

We now turn to the effects of dc current offsets on the
MR data, our key experiment in this report. As shown above
we can determine the switching field Hsw of the bridge from
a MR measurement, by first applying a large reverse field
�
200 Oe� to saturate the sample into a P state with both
pads magnetized in the negative direction, then sweeping it
positive and observing at what field we get an abrupt upward
step in resistance. In Fig. 3 we show a plot constructed from
a series of such normalized MR ��� sweeps carried out with
different values of negative and positive Jdc. The total device
resistance was found to rise as Jdc

2 due to Joule heating. The
bridge resistance rose by �10 � at the highest current den-
sities used. In Fig. 3 we plot the MR ratio �R /R separately
normalized for each run, and so this background effect is not
evident.

The MR switching field Hsw for Jdc=0 is 1.5�0.5 Oe,
corresponding to a change from red to blue contrast in the
plot. We can see from Fig. 3 that the effect of a finite value of
dc offset current is to shift the observed switching field. The
phase boundary for low R→ high R switching is marked by
a dotted black line in Fig. 3, and the switching field is seen to
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Magnetic induction vector maps constructed from
scanning DPC images, which may be interpreted using the color wheel. The
soft elliptical pad is uppermost. The average magnetization direction within
the bridge is given for each frame along with the value of applied field.
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follow a linear relationship with Jdc. This is a signature of
spin-transfer torque phenomena, any thermal activation ef-
fect would appear even in current. The spin-transfer torque
takes effect by displacing some of the magnetization texture
at the ends of the bridge.

The rate of change of switching field with current den-
sity can be defined as a spin-transfer efficiency, measured
here as �=dHsw /dJdc=0.027�0.001 Oe /MA cm−2 from a
linear fit to all the switching fields. Although measured by a
different method, this is of the same order as that measured
for Py by Vernier et al., 0.05 Oe /MA cm−2.6 As a secondary
result, we can estimate from � the spin-torque nonadiabatic-
ity parameter from standard theory describing spin-torque at
DWs,27 �related to, but distinct from, the Slonczewski
torques in multilayer nanopillars28� using the formula �
=2eMs��0� / P�.8 For Py, the magnetization Ms
=0.83 MA /m,29 and polarization P=0.5.12 Analysis of the
DPC images leads to DW widths ��100 nm, yielding �
�0.04, the same as previous estimates by us for Py in other
depinning studies,11,12 and approximately five times the Gil-
bert damping constant ��0.008 in our Py films prior to
patterning.30 We note, however, that this formula for � is
only valid when the energy barrier to be overcome is linear
in H, and we are not certain that this is the case here.31

To summarize, we have studied the effect of high current
densities on the micromagnetic state of a nanoscale bridge
connecting two microscale Py pads by measuring the char-
acteristic AMR signal that indicates switching of the magne-
tization direction in the bridge. The switching field was
found to have a linear dependence on the current density.
The canting angle � is given by equilibrium between the
torques exerted on the bridge magnetization that arise from
the following energy terms: shape anisotropy, Zeeman, and
exchange coupling to the magnetization in the pads. The
spin-transfer torque adjusts this equilibrium point, with Jdc
�0 providing an equivalent negative effective field, delaying

the relaxation of the bridge magnetization to point along its
length.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� dc current offset effects on the MR. The bitmap is
constructed from a series of MR field sweeps carried out for different values
of Jdc, carried out after reverse saturation. The field sweep direction from
low to high R states is shown, and the phase boundary between them is
marked with a dotted black line. Small but unavoidable drifts in some of the
MR sweeps leads to some vertical streaking in the plot at higher values of
Jdc.
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